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Introduction

• Emerging asset class

• Untapped demand for investment opportunities in the sports industry by private equity, 
financial sponsors and sovereign wealth

• Easing of investment restrictions permitting such new investors to seek out opportunities

• New PE funds dedicated to sports investments
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Easing of Rules in U.S. Restricting Certain Investor 
Types
• Most major U.S. sport leagues have modified ownership rules to allow for the possibility of PE 

holding a minority ownership interest in their teams
– Major League Baseball became the first U.S. professional sports league to allow private 

investment funds to hold passive, minority interests in multiple teams in 2019. NBA, MLS and 
NHL have followed course

– NFL is notable exception

• Current owners have an interest in partnering with PE, as evidenced by their approval of the 
rules changes that enabled PE ownership

• Looking outside of the major sport leagues, emerging sports offer early investment opportunities 
for PE outside the entrenched, expensive and “difficult to break into” professional leagues
– eSports
– Surfing
– Pickleball
– The Drone Racing League
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What makes 
sports 

investments 
so attractive 

to private 
equity?

Loyal fan base = low-
turnover customer base

Opportunities to effectively 
institute cost savings and 
achieve efficiencies

Need for capital 
coming out of 
COVID-19

Limited Supply 
of Investments

Industry is immune to market 

forces / unaffected by COVID-19 

pandemic

Known recurring revenue
TV/broadcast rights

Ticket and merchandise sales

Mature markets

Expanding 
international 
opportunities



Representative Types of Sports Transactions

• Team control acquisitions 

• Minority/passive investments

• Strategic lending

• Acquisition of broadcast rights/royalty streams

• Joint ventures/commercial agreements

• Stadium and other sponsorships deals
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What Makes Sports Transactions Unique?

Ownership stakes might be capped for 
certain investors

Minimum investment levels

Debt limitations

General league oversight and approval 
of franchise transactions

Certain league 
rules intended 

to regulate 
outside 

investment
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What Makes Sports Transactions Unique? (cont’d)

• Limits on control

• Backstopping obligations and related structuring of arrangements among investors

• Restrictive covenants

– Ownership of other teams

– Significant restrictions on owners on engaging in certain types of businesses (e.g., 
sports betting business, agency)

– No player promotion

– Limitations on investments in sports-ancillary business (e.g., performance enhancing 
drugs)
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Trends to Watch

• Growing opportunities in women’s professional sports as revenues continue to grow.

• Despite the overall immunity to market forces, will an economic slowdown or recession 
lead to a cooling-off of either franchise valuations or franchise acquisition activity?

• Expect a more robust market for ancillary opportunities around sports, including betting, 
media distribution and mobility, digital assets and experiences, athlete performance and 
data analytics.

• How will the easing of ownership rules affect the application of antitrust rules to sports 
franchises?

• Consider what markets will form and mature around NILs and the expansion of college 
athlete rights.
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